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The Governing Body of St John’s College, Oxford intends to elect a new President to follow Professor Maggie 

Snowling CBE, who will step down from the role at the end of August 2022.

St John’s is an internationally renowned institution and a leading voice within the University of Oxford. With a 

thriving, dynamic and diverse community of scholars, early career researchers, students and non-academic staff, 

St John’s prides itself on offering a vibrant, inclusive and supportive environment dedicated to the pursuit of 

academic excellence. From important building projects, through innovative outreach and access programmes 

to substantive research grant schemes, St John’s has grown significantly in the past decade. Focused on the 

future, the College invites applications from candidates of intellectual, professional or academic distinction to 

lead us, from September 2022, towards new challenges and opportunities.

Introduction



St John’s College was founded in 1555 by Sir Thomas White, a member of the Guild of Merchant Taylors, 

Alderman, Lord Mayor of London and one of the great Tudor benefactors in a period when intellectual life 

flourished anew, stimulated by the wider dissemination of print and the development of new scientific and 

artistic ideas. He had a dream, that he was walking through the streets of Oxford and came to a place where he 

saw two elm trees growing from a single root, the site for a new college. St John’s developed from the buildings 

of a Cistercian foundation, St Bernard’s College, and expanded significantly at the end of the 16th century with 

the construction of a new library and the building of Canterbury Quadrangle, the finest in Oxford, in 1633–35. 

The College continued to grow and, in the 20th century, with the creation of more Fellowships and Research 

Fellowships, and the admission of increasing numbers of undergraduates and graduates, with women first 

admitted in 1979, St John’s became one of Oxford’s academic powerhouses, regularly topping the ‘Norrington 

Table’ of examination results.

The College’s growth of the past fifty years has been led by distinguished Presidents: the historian, Sir Richard 

Southern, and the Nobel prizewinning scientist, Sir John Kendrew, oversaw improvements in the College’s 

academic standards, expansion of the Fellowship and ambitious building programmes that have enabled 

St John’s to offer accommodation to all undergraduate students. More recently Professor Maggie Snowling, 

the first female President, has continued these developments: a purpose-built nursery for staff and students’ 

children, Bainton Road Nursery, was opened in 2016 and was judged ‘Outstanding’ in its first Ofsted inspection; 

in October 2019 the College opened an innovative new Library and Study Centre, designed with ground-

source heat pumps to reduce its environmental impact; and there has been an ever stronger focus on outreach 

activity to ensure that students with the highest academic potential are encouraged to apply to the College. The 

College’s pioneering project to explore the connections between St John’s and the colonial past is serving as a 

model for other academic institutions coming to terms with their past and has focused the College on taking 

further action to promote equal opportunities and to tackle discrimination in all its forms.

About St John’s



St John’s pursues excellence in teaching and research. It draws on its resources and acts as a collegiate member 

of the University, to foster excellent academic performance, to enable research and scholarship to flourish, and 

to ensure the well-being of its community. It is a leading voice on a number of exciting initiatives.

In 2019/20 the College celebrated the 40th anniversary since women were first admitted with an interesting and 

thought-provoking programme of events that put a clear focus on issues of diversity, equality and inclusion. This 

resulted in a number of initiatives, including participation in Opportunity Oxford, a new bridging programme 

to support UK offer-holders from under-represented backgrounds and to help them explore and develop high-

level academic skills before starting their course.

A strong focus on access and outreach is a key priority with the expansion of the innovative Inspire programme. 

St John’s also continues to invest substantially in the renovation of College buildings and the provision of more, 

and better, teaching and learning spaces.

An incoming President will find a College with a clear focus and an ambition to continue to grow and develop, 

as well as an openness to embrace new directions and challenges.

The College vision and aims are detailed in its Strategic Plan, 2019–22.

St John’s Priorities

https://www.ox.ac.uk/admissions/undergraduate/increasing-access/opportunity-oxford
https://sjcinspire.com
https://www.sjc.ox.ac.uk/discover/about-college/legal/strategic-plan-2019-22/


St John’s is one of the largest colleges in the University of Oxford with 60 Governing Body Fellows (the majority 

of them academics), 53 teaching and research Fellows, 29 Lecturers, 403 undergraduates, 273 graduates and 

220 non-academic members of staff.

The College offers more undergraduate courses than any other college, admitting students for 43 courses and 

creating a rich interdisciplinary environment for staff and students. The College seeks to admit the best possible 

students and is committed to equality, diversity and excellence.

The College has a large research community including over 20 early career researchers and plays a significant 

role in producing the next generation of scholars, offering a wide range of graduate scholarships. This creates a 

lively academic community with many opportunities to foster connections between members through lectures, 

seminars and social events.

The College is focused on the challenges of supporting sustainable academic careers, especially for early career 

researchers, and on promoting equality of opportunity and access both at the undergraduate and graduate 

level. At the same time the College is able to support established academics as they balance the demands of 

teaching, research and leadership roles.

Education



St John’s focus on access and outreach recognises the need for academic institutions to act, not only for the 

wider good, but also to ensure that they continue to attract applications from students with outstanding 

potential, regardless of background, and to help them realise that potential through academic excellence and 

the promotion of diversity: the two are inextricably linked.

Alongside its annual programme of open days (3000 participants joined virtual open days in July 2020) and 

school visits, the College’s innovative Inspire Programme aims to encourage all students with exceptional 

promise to aim high, to stretch themselves academically and to be confident in making well-founded 

applications to top universities like Oxford. It is clear that disadvantage sets in early and is hard to overcome. The 

typical comprehensive secondary school has just eleven high-attaining students per year, with 43% of schools 

having ten or fewer, and only one such student from a disadvantaged background. In addition, highly able 

students from BAME backgrounds are more likely to come from lower rather than higher socioeconomic groups. 

Disadvantaged students face significant obstacles in fulfilling potential.

Through the support of generous benefactors and supporters, Inspire aims to break down barriers. The 

programme was launched in 2018 and expanded in 2019 so that it now offers events, visits, workshops and a 

substantial online programme, Inspire Digital for students in Years 9–13 from non-selective state schools. Pre-

GCSE Inspire, a three-year programme for Years 9–11, works with 325 students in 24 schools across the College’s 

link areas of Ealing and Harrow and in 2020/21 Inspire Years 10–11 is working with 1000 students from across 

141 schools in the UK. New developments include a Post-GSCE Inspire programme for Years 12–13 with a virtual 

summer school in 2021 and a new South Coast Outreach Consortium, working collaboratively with other Oxford 

colleges (St Hilda’s, St Hugh’s and Somerville) to expand outreach activity from Kent to the Isle of Wight.

Access and Outreach

https://www.sjc.ox.ac.uk/schools/inspire-programme/
https://sjcinspire.com/


St John’s student population is of average size for an Oxford college but the College is unusual in accommodating 

a high proportion of its students on site. This creates a distinctive community supported by both formal and 

informal dining spaces, two gyms, music rooms, a chapel and choir, extensive gardens and a large auditorium. 

Members of College also have access to a sports ground, tennis courts and a boathouse off the main site. There 

is also off-site graduate accommodation.

The College owns and uses other buildings on St Giles, including St Giles House, a handsome building with 

Fellows’ rooms and spaces for entertaining, and 20 St Giles which has guest rooms and a common room for 

visiting alumni.

The College is a significant landowner, both in Oxford and elsewhere, of residential property, historic pubs and 

agricultural land. Land owned at Oxford North is currently being developed to create housing and a dynamic 

new business area for the city.

Buildings and Estate

https://www.oxfordnorth.com


St John’s has the largest endowment fund of any Oxford college, valued at £607 million at 31 July 2020. This 

figure is net of borrowings and excludes property which is used for the College’s educational purposes. The 

College makes transfers from the endowment each year to support its academic purposes and, as a long-term 

investor, aims to achieve stable returns every year.

A significant proportion of the endowment is held in real estate and the College, through its wholly owned 

subsidiaries, Thomas White Oxford Ltd and Peartree Oxford Ltd, is currently investing in the Oxford North project 

that will provide a mix of housing and a range of office accommodation designed to appeal to established office 

and laboratory companies as well as start-ups and entrepreneurs. The College has two other wholly owned non-

charitable subsidiaries, Thomas White Properties Limited and Bainton Road Nursery Limited.

The College’s return on investment compares favourably with that of the major US university endowments at 

Harvard and Yale and the leading UK endowment, the Wellcome Trust. The strength of the College’s financial 

position enables it to invest in cutting-edge building projects: the new Library and Study Centre opened in 2019 

and in January 2021 a new Lodge was completed, creating a welcoming and fully accessible entrance to the 

College. Future projects include the refurbishment of the Old Library and Laudian Library and the restoration 

and conservation of the historic 17th-century colonnade of Canterbury Quad.

At the same time, the College has ample resources to invest in its academic ambitions and to support the 

development of both its academic and non-academic staff and its student population.

More detail about the College’s finances can be found on the St John’s website.

Finances
Photo credits: Hufton and Crow

https://www.oxfordnorth.com
https://www.sjc.ox.ac.uk/discover/about-college/legal/freedom-information/what-we-spend-and-how-we-spend-it/


The Governing Body (GB) consists of the President (as Chair) and 60 Fellows. The College is an educational charity 

and the members of GB are the charity’s trustees, meeting regularly throughout the academic year to determine 

the strategic direction of the College and with responsibility for its administration and for the stewardship of its 

finances and assets.

The President works closely with a number of professional officers (also members of GB) responsible for the 

administration of different areas of College operations, overseeing their work and acting as a bridge between 

them and GB. The key officers are the Principal Bursar (finances, investment and domestic operations), Senior 

Tutor (academic matters) and the Director of Development and Alumni Relations. The President is supported by 

two Vice-Presidents with differing responsibilities and a number of College Officers appointed from amongst 

the Fellowship who also work with these professional staff to oversee undergraduate and graduate admissions 

and student welfare and support. The President also has an important role in the appointment of new Fellows 

and of senior professional staff.

Governance



There are opportunities for St John’s to make further investments across all its activities. Embracing diversity 

in its broader forms, and creating opportunities for the best students regardless of their background will be an 

important theme, as will sustainability and ethical investment. Supporting a flourishing academic community is 

central, and the College will invest in Fellowships and other positions to sustain momentum.

St John’s is ambitious to play an even stronger role as an outstanding academic institution in this context. Above 

all this means that the College will not seek to rest on its assets, but sees these as a basis for further ambitious 

and imaginative development. The new President will provide the vision and leadership to develop and deliver 

the next stage of the College’s strategic plan, in collaboration with the Fellows, staff and students of the College.

Context of the Role



More specifically the President:

 • Chairs the Governing Body, which formulates 

policy and is responsible for running the College. 

Building consensus is essential. The President 

also takes the Chair for many committees of the 

Governing Body.

 • Furthers the College’s aims for academic 

excellence at the level of Senior and Junior 

Members; for example, by an active interest in 

the academic work of the College, a personal 

engagement with the work of graduates and 

undergraduates, working with the Senior Tutor 

to assure teaching quality and by fostering the 

College’s Access policy and other contacts with 

schools.

 • Oversees the College in its departments and 

activities overall, ensuring that there is a strong 

ethos of performance.

 • Contributes to the administrative and executive 

decisions of the College throughout the entire 

calendar year working closely with the Principal 

Bursar.

The Role

The President is head of the College. Internally, they are responsible for supporting, understanding and steering 

the Fellowship and for collaborating with a range of colleagues in delivering progress across all areas of the 

College’s activities. They are a strong supporter for the scholarly activities of the College at all levels.

They also engage with and support the community as a whole, with a particular concern for the well-being of 

students and staff.

They represent the College to its alumni, the wider University, potential donors, and other external stakeholders, 

and are an active spokesperson and advocate. They bring a vision for how the College will continue to develop 

in keeping with its culture and commitment to scholarly excellence.



 • Provides effective representation of the College 

within the University and externally; for example 

by ensuring that St John’s is a leading voice 

at the Conference of Colleges, on University 

committees, and on other outside bodies.

 • Engages with donors, alumni and other 

benefactors, with fundraising skills appropriate 

to the College’s ambitions.

 • Represents the College in discussions with 

broader stakeholders as appropriate, including 

policy makers and wider audiences.

 • Inspires and leads collegiate life by example by 

regularly dining in hall, promoting collegiality 

through entertaining Senior Members and their 

spouses and partners, Junior Members, and staff. 

They are approachable and open. 

In these duties, the President works together with 

the College Officers. Although the above statements 

convey the ordinary formal responsibilities of the 

position, the responsibility and spirit of the role 

necessitates a willingness to perform other activities 

as appropriate when situations emerge. 



The ideal candidate will bring the following attributes: 

Person Specification

Experience

 • A distinguished record of professional 

achievement, whether in academia or another 

field

 • Proven experience of leadership and 

management in a complex organisation of 

comparable size or stature

 • Ideally a track record of being the external or 

ambassadorial ‘face’ of an organisation, having 

dealt with nuanced and complex issues

Personal qualities

 • A clear commitment to the pursuit of academic 

excellence and an appreciation of scholarship 

and learning

 • Analytical capability, and experience both with 

quantitative and qualitative data, including an 

ability to oversee financial management

 • The interpersonal skills and warmth of character 

for working effectively and supportively with 

different elements of the College community 

(students, Fellows, staff and alumni)

 • An interest in people, and a commitment to the 

pastoral aspect of the role

 • A proven ability for vision, strategy and 

judgement

 • A commitment to leadership and decision-

making through consensus among peers, 

coupled with the capacity and willingness to 

deal with the detail of implementation

 • The ability to chair effectively, ensuring that all 

voices are heard and that decisions are made

 • Excellent oral and written communication skills 

and an engaging public-speaking style, with 

the flexibility of manner to address a range of 

audiences in formal and informal contexts



 • Capacity and ambition to engage in development 

and fundraising

 • A clear commitment to equality and diversity in 

all areas of activity

 • A strong moral compass, authenticity and 

resilience



The appointment is expected to be made for an initial fixed term of five years with the potential to extend, by 

mutual agreement, for a maximum further five years. The salary for the President will be decided in consultation 

with the person elected and will be competitive in comparison with other colleges, reflecting the size and 

complexity of the College’s operations.

The role of President includes an entertainment allowance and the appointee resides in accommodation 

provided by the College, and maintained by a housekeeper. Meals in College are provided to the President free 

of charge. College expenses incurred by the President are paid and a full-time PA is provided. Membership of 

USS will be available and private health cover is provided.

The President is required to be in residence in College during the academic year and to continue to discharge 

their duties as necessary at other times.

The role of President is expected to be full time but may be combined with research or other academic activities, 

provided that the role is fulfilled in its entirety. On the same condition, other offices may be held, paid or unpaid, 

subject to the permission of the Governing Body.

Appointment and Process



Application procedure

The College welcomes direct applications and nominations and will also be making direct approaches to 

potential candidates, including through our chosen search agency. Anyone who wishes to express an interest 

in this role should send a covering letter explaining their interest in the post together with a full CV to sjc@

minervasearch.com by 15 March 2021. Those wishing to nominate candidates should use the same address and 

provide as much professional information as possible about their nominee.

Should you be interested in finding out more, please contact our search agency at sjc@minervasearch.com.

Further information relating to the opportunity is available directly from Minerva or via www.minervasearch.

com/sjc.

Minerva will engage in fuller discussions with interested parties ahead of the shortlisting process, which will 

take place in May 2021. The College expects to hold interviews for the Presidency in May and June 2021. Initial 

interviews may take place remotely, with further rounds of interview held in person and combined with College 

visits. The College aims to be in a position to appoint the successful candidate in July 2021. The timetable and 

planned arrangements may be altered in light of developing Covid-19 advice.

The President is expected to be in post by September 2022. 

Data protection

All data supplied by candidates will be used only for the purpose of determining their suitability for the post 

and will be held in accordance with the principles of General Data Protection Regulation, and the College’s Data 

Protection Policy and recruitment monitoring process.

Equality of opportunity

St John’s College is committed to providing equality of opportunity. Applications are welcome from candidates 

of all backgrounds, particularly from those belonging to groups that are underrepresented among Oxford Heads 

of House.
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